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AxSun product and performance guarantee
There are a lot of good reasons to install pv-panels made by AxSun Solar. With our state-of-the-art production
process and using high quality components we manufacture our highest quality panels. Due to consolidated
knowledge, experience and our qualified staff you will get the best possible service through the whole process of
consulting, planning and realization of your photovoltaic plant.
Because you will be convinced by the quality, we grant to you in addition to the product warranty
lineare performance warranty on our photovoltaic modules:

AxSun glass-foil modules

AxSun glass-glass modules

AxSun series: premium, premium sol, performer

AxSun series: infinity, GGM, GGL

 15 years product guarantee

 30 years product guarantee
 30 years linear performance
guarantee



on products with tempered safety solar glass
10 years product guarantee on premium products
with ARC tempered safety solar glass
(anti-reflection coating)

 25 years linear performance
guarantee






Performance guarantee of 97,5% in the first year
Linear performance guarantee from the second
year with a maximum output reduction of no
more than 0,7% over a 25-year period
AxSun guarantees 91,2% of the performance in
the 10th year
AxSun guarantees 80,7% of the performance in
the 25th year






Performance guarantee of 97,5% in the first year
Linear performance guarantee from the second
year with a maximum output reduction of no
more than 0,345% per year
AxSun guarantees 80,7% of the performance in
the 30th year

The following graph shows how obvious you get your profit out of the linear
performance guarantee in comparison to the typical standards in line with the industry.

Quelle: AxSun Solar

Please find further details in our general terms of warranty. Visit us at www.axsun.de
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